
Exam Kaleidoscope of Modern Physics
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- Put your name and student number on each answer sheet.

- Answer all questions short and to the point, but complete; write legible.

- Use of a calculator is not allowed.

- Final grade = total number of points/10 + 1

NAME : ............................................................ STUDENT NUMBER : ...................................

1. Read the following propositions carefully and indicate if they are true (T) or false (F) by checking
the appropriate box. (15 points)

T� F� According to the de Broglie relation, the higher the momentum, the shorter the wavelength.
TRUE, the de Broglie relation states that λ = h/p, with λ the wavelength, p the momentum
and h Planck’s constant.

T� F� The wave nature of particles mainly shows up when the particle has a small energy or when
considered at small length scales.
TRUE, the de Broglie wavelength of a particle is either very short and thus only visible at
small length scales. At smaller energies, the wavelength is longer and thus also visible at larger
length scales.

T� F� Although the energy of an electron bound in an atom can only take discrete values, the
corresponding photon emission spectrum may be continuous.
FALSE, photons get emitted when the electron jumps from one state to another. Energy
conservation dictates that the photon carries away the difference in electron energy, which is
thus also discrete.

T� F� Photons with a wavelength of 410 nm have a higher energy than photons with a wavelength
of 750 nm.
TRUE, the energy of a photon is given by E = hc/λ, with λ the wavelength.

T� F� If an electron and a proton travel at the same speed, the proton has a shorter wavelength
because the proton is much heavier than the electron.
TRUE, the de Broglie wavelength is defined as λ = h/p = h/(m · v). If the velocity is the
same, but the mass larger, the momentum is larger and hence the wavelength shorter.

T� F� It is impossible to measure exactly where a particle is, unless it is at rest.
FALSE, the uncertainty relation states that if a particle has a well defined momentum and
hence velocity, the position uncertainty becomes large.

T� F� A probability amplitude can be negative.
TRUE, the probability amplitude is given by a complex number and can taken any value,
positive and negative, as well as imaginary and any combination.

T� F� Using Quantum Mechanics you can very precisely calculate the probability for some event,
but you cannot predict when an event will actually happen.
TRUE, all you can do is calculate the probability, not the actual moment of occurence.



T� F� A free particle with a precisely defined momentum has a poorly defined location.
TRUE, this is a consequence of the uncertainty principle, ∆p ·∆x ≥ ~/2.

T� F� A wavefunction must be normalized according to
∫

all space

ψ(x)dx = 1.

FALSE, the probability density P (x) = |ψ(x)|2 should be normalised, and hence
∫

all space

|ψ(x)|2dx =

1

T� F� If Planck’s constant were a lot larger, we would eventually notice quantum effects in every day
life.
TRUE, the magnitude of quantum effects is related to the magnitude of Planck’s constant.

T� F� The photon energies for transitions to the n = 1 state in a hydrogen atom are generally larger
than those for transitions to the n = 2 state.
TRUE, the photon energy is determined by the difference of the energy of the initial electron
state and that of the final electron state. The energies of the intial states are essentially the
same, but the energies of the final state quite different. For n = 1 this energy is much lower,
than for n = 2.

T� F� Materials with a larger work function require photons with longer wavelengths to release an
electron via the photoelectric effect.
FALSE, if the work function is larger, photons need to have a higher energy to release an
electron. Higher energy means a smaller wavelength.

T� F� If nothing else changes, the zero-point energy of a wider box is smaller than that of a narrower
box.
TRUE, for a wider box, the wavefunction can have a larger wavelength, and hence a lower
energy.

T� F� Without Pauli’s exclusion principle, all atomic electrons would occupy the n = 1, l = 0,ml = 0
state.
TRUE; then electron could share the same quantum numbers.

T� F� The energy of an electron in an atom is primarily determined by the orbital quantum number
l.
FALSE; it is mainly the principal quantum number n that determines the energies.

T� F� The energies of the electron states in an atom scale with 1/Z2, with Z the charge of the
nucleus.
FALSE; it scales as Z2.

T� F� A subshell can contain 2(2l + 1) electrons.
TRUE; a sub-shell is defined by electrons sharing a particular value of n and l. In a subshell
ml can take (2l + 1) values, and ms two, totalling 2(2l + 1) possible states.

T� F� A shell can contain 2n2 electrons.
TRUE; a shell is defined as the collection of states that share the same value of n. For the
same n, l can take a value from zero to n− 1 (forming a sub-shell). Then refer to the previous
question.

T� F� For noble gases in the ground state all electronic shells are full.
TRUE; this defines noble gases.

T� F� A molecule primarily held together by the attraction between the nuclei to the electron cloud
between them is said to have an ionic bond.
FALSE; this is a covalent bond.



T� F� Burning gasoline releases more energy than burning wood. The activation energy for burning
gasoline is thus larger than for burning wood.
FALSE; activation energy is a reaction threshold. The binding energy determines the energy
release.

T� F� For a semiconductor the valence band is completely filled, just like for an insulator.
TRUE; the only difference is the size of the band gap.

T� F� The electrons in a metal are not subject to the exclusion principle.
FALSE; they are fermions and thus always have to obey the exclusion principle.

T� F� Isotopes have the same number of protons.
TRUE; by definition.

T� F� Isotones have the same chemical properties.
FALSE; isotones share the same number of neutrons. The chemical properties are determined
by the number of electrons, which is equal to the number of protons.

T� F� Protons and neutrons are fermions.
TRUE; both have spin-1/2.

T� F� An atomic nucleus contains almost all the mass of an atom.
TRUE; electrons are about 2000 times lighter than protons, of which there are an equal
number. And there are typically a similar number of neutrons, which have a similar weight as
protons.

T� F� In an elastic scattering experiment the particles in the initial and final state are the same.
TRUE; by definition.

T� F� All isotopes heavier than Iron-56 can fission spontaneously.
FALSE; that depends on the Q-valu.

T� F� The binding energy of an electron in an atom is of order 1/1,000th of that of a proton or
neutron in a nucleus.
FALSE; atomic binding energies are of order 10 – 100 eV. Nuclear binding energies are of order
10 MeV.

T� F� The strong nuclear force has infinity range.
FALSE; from the approximate constancy of the binding energy per nucleon it follows that the
nucleons don’t ”see” all the other nucleons in a nucleus. This is only possible if the range of
the force is limited.

T� F� A radioactive nucleus has less mass than the combination of particles and nuclei it decays
into.
FALSE; to be radioactive the nucleus must decau spontaneously, and for this a mass-excess,
Q > 0, is necessary. This means that a radioactive nucleus is heavier that its daughters.

T� F� Spontaneous decay requires a Q-value smaller than zero.
FALSE; Q > 0.

T� F� In α-decay N and Z will change, but A remains the same.
FALSE; the total number of nucleons goes down by 4.

T� F� In two-body decay the kinetic energies of the daughters are discrete; in three-body decay they
are continuous.
TRUE; several combination of momenta and their relative orientation can guarantee energy
and momentum conservation.



T� F� After one half-life 50% of a radioactive substance has disappeared; after two half-lives 100%
is gone.
FALSE; after two half-lives 50% + 50% of the remaining 50% has decayed. So 25% is still left
over.

T� F� It is possible to find natural (i.e. not man-made) short-lived isotopes on earth, of which the
lifetime is much shorter than the age of the earth.
TRUE; they could be produced in the decay chain of a longer living isotope.

T� F� Gluons are the particles associated with the strong interaction between quarks.
TRUE;

T� F� The weak interaction is only weak at large distances; at (very) short distances it is about as
strong as the electromagnetic interaction.
TRUE; the weakness is caused by the large mass of the transmitting boson.

T� F� A particle and its antiparticle have precisely the same mass.
TRUE; only the other properties have opposite values.

T� F� Neutrinos only interact via the weak interaction.
TRUE

T� F� ”Color” is like the electric charge, but then for the weak interaction.
FALSE; color is the ”charge” for the strong interaction.



2. Consider a particle with mass m in a one-dimensional rigid box with width w. (12 points)

a) Formulate the de Broglie relation showing how the wavelength and the momentum p = mv of
a particle are related.
The de Broglie relation states that the wavelength and the momentum are inversely propor-
tional, with Planck’s constant as the proportionallity constant. So λ = h/p = h/(m · v).

b) What condition does the wavefunction have to meet at the wall of the box? Briefly explain.
A particle in a rigid box cannot be outside the box. Because the square of (the norm of) the
wavefunction gives the probability (density) to be at some location, the wavefunction has to
be zero outside the box, and thus also at the wall. Only inside the box the wavefunction can
(must) have non-zero values.

c) Explain why only discrete values of the particle energy are allowed. Hint: use that E = p2/2m.
A whole number of half-waves have to fit in between the two walls, because only then the
wavefunction can be zero at both walls. This means that only a discrete number of wavelengths
are actually allowed inside the box, namely those for which n · λ/2 = w, with n an integer
number. Because of the de Broglie relation, this means that also the momentum can only have
specific discrete values and therefore also E = p2/2m.

d) What is the interpretation of the wave function?
As in the book: The square of the norm of the wave function, |Ψ|2, at a certain point in space
and time represents the probability (density) of finding the electron (better: physical system)
at the given position and time (better: in a given state).

3. Use dimensional analysis to find the relation between the force F (in N = kg·m/s2) needed to keep
a ball with mass M at the end of a piece of string with length R and going around with velocity
V . (12 points)

We have to find the way the force F depends on M , R and V . Assume therefore that

F = MαRβV γ .

As the force is given in Newton (1 N = 1 kg·m/s2, the dimension of the lefthand side of the equation
is [mass][length]/[time]2. The righthand side has dimension

[mass]α[length]β([length]/[time])γ .

To match the mass dimension, α = 1. To match the time dimension, γ = 2. This brings in a
length-squared, so β = −1, giving the solution

F = M · V 2/R

.



4. Atomic Physics : (12 points)

a) How many electrons are there in a chlorine atom (Cl)? And in a sodium atom (Na)?
From the periodic system in the appendix: Na: 11, Cl: 17

b) Use the appendix ”Sodium and Chlorine energy levels”. (i) Indicate for the left and right
spectrum which one represents Na and which Cl. Distribute the number of electrons found in
a)1 over the available states to form each atom in its ground state. Indicate for each state (ii)
how many electrons it holds (if more than zero) and (iii) label the corresponding state (as in
the bottom left corner) (iv) give the complete electron configuration for Na and Cl.
The (single-electron) energies in an atom scale as Z2, so that of Cl are larger (in absolute
sense). So the left scheme belongs to Cl, the right to Na. The Na system has 2 electrons in
the 1S state, 2 in the 2S, 6 in 2P, and 1 in 3S. Cl is 1s2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p5.

c) If you would knock out one of the electrons in the 1s shell, X-rays are emitted. Explain how
the wavelength of this X-ray can be used to identify the emitting atom.
One of the other atomic electrons would make a jump to fill the vacancy, and emit a photon
with an energy that is equal to the difference in the energy levels. The level spacing in Na and
Cl are different, and hence photons with different energies are emitted. The 1S state of Cl is
more strongly bound, so for Cl the emitted photons have shorter wavelengths than for Na.

1If you don’t know the answer, take a number anywhere between 10 and 20.



5. Nuclear Physics & Radioactivity: (12 points)

a) Which two interactions determine the binding energy of an atomic nucleus? Indicate for each
interaction whether it is attractive, repulsive or absent for pp, pn, and nn pairs. Use these
observations to explain why very heavy nuclei generally have N > Z, while light ones have
N ' Z.
The two relevant interactions are the EM and strong nuclear interaction (SNI). The SNI is
attractive for all three pairs. The EM interaction is only repulseive for a pp pair, and absent
for the other two. The binding energy per nucleon due to the electromagnetic respulsion
grows with Z, whereas the energy per nucleon due to the strong interaction is approximately
constant. To compensate for the loss in binding for larger Z addition neutron are needed to
increase the distance between the protons, and hence lower the repulsion.

b) Briefly explain the principle of 14C-dating. Can it be used for dating: (i) wine, (ii) rock walls
of an old civilization, (iii) wall paintings of homo sapiens, (iv) dinosaur bones? Why (not)?
I. Carbon-14 is continuously produced in the upper atmosphere by cosmic radiation. It is
absorbed by living organisms and incorported into their system. Once they die, the intake of
C-14 stops and the accumulated amount slowly drops because of radioactive decay. C-14 has
a halflife of about 6000 years. II. i wine: consists of grapes, which accumulate C-14 while they
are on the plant. Wine is kept in closed bottles, thus no new carbon is accumulated. Hence it
can be carbon-dated. ii rock walls: do not ”grow” and hence do not accumulate C-14 during
their ”life”. Hence: no. iii wall paintings: if the used paint is organic (plants, ashes), then yes,
otherwise: no. After-the-fact accumulation may affect the result though. iv dinosaur bones
can in principle be radio-dated, because they contain carbon, but they are much older than
the half-life, so: no.

c) Write down the reaction equations for the following processes (identify all particles involved!):
β− decay of 200

78Pt; electron capture of 163
67Ho; α decay of 8

4Be.
β−: A remains the same, Z goes up by 1: 200

78Pt→200
79 Au+e−+ν̄e; Electron capture: equivalent

to β+ decay, 163
67Ho + e− →163

66 Dy + νe ; a neutrino is generated; α decay: A goes down by 4,
Z by 2, 8

4Be→4
2 He + α (or 2α).

6. Particle Physics : (12 points)

a) Name the four fundamental interactions and the corresponding carrier bosons. What makes
the weak interaction ”weak”?
Strong, gluons; EM, photons; Weak, W+,W−,Z; Gravity, gravitons. The weak interaction is
weak because the mass of the W and Z boson are so large. This makes the range of the WI
very short, and thus very weak.

b) Which (kinds of) fundamental fermions are subject to the strong interaction? Electromagnetic
interaction? Weak interaction?
SI: only the quarks; EM: quarks and charged leptons; Weak: all particles.

c) Put the following systems in the correct order of their first appearance after the Big Bang:
deuterium nucleus, electron, helium atom, DNA molecule, neutron, star. Motivate your or-
dering, using e.g. temperature or the strenght of the various forces binding the object.
I. electron: this is an elementary particles that can be created immediately after the Big Bang.
No binding is required, so these particles can have high energies;
II. neutron: requires the binding of quarks using the strong force. The temperature needs to
be low enough that the kinetic energy is smaller than the binding energy;
III. deuterium nucleus: requires the binding between a proton and a neutron, which thus first



have to be formed. Nuclear binding energies are of order MeV (here it’s 2.2 MeV), which has
to be below the thermal energy of the protons and neutrons;
IV. helium atom: electrons and nuclei are bound into an atom due to the electromagnetic in-
teraction. Typical binding energies are of order eV, with correspondingly lower temperature.
V. star: may consist of hydrogen atoms, bound by the gravitational attaction. Binding is
exceedingly weak (1036 times weaker than the EM interaction), hence star formation can only
occur once the temperature of the universe has dropped a lot.
VI. DNA molecule: requires heavy elements formed in supernovae to accumulate on a cold
planet such that complicated molecular processes can take place.

7. Fermi problem: (15 points)
How far away could you be from the nearest windmill if the Netherlands would produce all its
electricity from windmills on land?
Many answers possible. Items to address include: estimation of energy needs in the Netherlands
(approx. 1 kW/household), population of the Netherlands (17 million), power output of a windmill
(typically 1 MW), size of the Netherlands (33,000 km2).



Sodium and Chlorine energy levels





Average Nuclear Binding Energy per Nucleon




